
Tianjin Travel Guide 

Travel in Tianjin  

 

Tianjin (tiān jīn 天津), referred to as "Jin (jīn 津)" for short, is one of the four 

municipalities directly under the Central Government of China. It is 130 kilometers 

southeast of Beijing (běi jīng 北京), serving as Beijing's gateway to the Bohai Sea 

(bó hǎi 渤海). It covers an area of 11,300 square kilometers and there are 13 districts 

and five counties under its jurisdiction. The total population is 9.52 million. People 

from urban Tianjin speak Tianjin dialect, which comes under the mandarin 

subdivision of spoken Chinese. Not only is Tianjin an international harbor and 

economic center in the north of China, but it is also well-known for its profound 

historical and cultural heritage.   

 

History 

People started to settle in Tianjin in the Song Dynasty (sòng dài 宋代). By the 15th 

century it had become a garrison town enclosed by walls. It became a city centered on 

trade with docks and land transportation and important coastal defenses during the 

Ming (míng dài 明代) and Qing (qīng dài 清代) dynasties. After the end of the 

Second Opium War in 1860, Tianjin became a trading port and nine countries, one 

after the other, established concessions in the city. Historical changes in past 600 

years have made Tianjin an unique city with a mixture of ancient and modem in both 

Chinese and Western styles. After China implemented its reforms and open policies, 

Tianjin became one of the first coastal cities to open to the outside world. Since then 

it has developed rapidly and become a bright pearl by the Bohai Sea. 

Climate 

Tianjin falls within the temperate zone, and, being a port city in northern China, it is 

frequently affected by tidal air currents. The annual average temperature here is about 



13 degrees C. July is the hottest month, with the temperature above 26 degrees C., 

while January is the coldest, when below freezing temperatures can be expected. The 

annual precipitation of the city is not much, although occasionally plagued by 

monsoon weather in summer time. Despite the fact that there are cloudless skies 

almost two-fifths of the year here, it is suggested that travelers visit Tianjin either in 

spring or in autumn, when it is neither to hot nor too cold. 

Tourism 

Blessed with variety of tourist attractions, Tianjin is a good place to explore.  

• The top ten attractions in Tianjin, known as Jinmen Shijing, Gu Wenhua Jie, Dagu 

Fort, Huangyaguan Great Wall, Dule Temple, Haihe River, Water Park, Panshan 

Mountain, Hotel Street and Food Street, Tianjin TV & Radio Tower and Zhonghuan 

Cailian. 

• There are also many other natural scenes of beauty as well as great historical events. 

For examples, Five Avenues, Memorial Hall of Zhou Enlai and Deng Yingchao, 

Former Residence of Huo Yuanjia, Seashore Resort, etc.  

Food 

Nanshi Food Street (nán shì shí pǐn jiē 南市食品街) is a building of classical palatial 

architecture. It occupies an area of about 40,000 square meters. In the street there are 

more than 100 dining halls and food shops, in which assemble Tianjin local flavor 

snacks, dishes of the Eight Styles of Chinese Cookery, and other typical local dishes. 

There are also the cakes with western flavors and Japanese, Russian and French 

delicacies. It is a "Town of Diet "with rich dietetic culture. 

Tianjin is world-famous for its cuisine culture and many tourists travel to Tianjin 

simply because they want to eat some local snacks or dishes. The traditional dishes 

are Cuttle Fish stewed with meat, and the boiled crabs. The snacks are Goubuli Baozi 

(gǒu bú lǐ bāo zǐ 狗不理包子), Erduoyan Fried Cakes (ěr duǒ yǎn zhà gāo 耳朵眼

炸糕), Mahua (má huā 麻花), Cao's Donkey Meat (cáo jì lǘ ròu 曹记驴肉), etc. 

Shopping 



Tianjin is a complete paradise for people who love to shop and take souvenirs back 

home. Here you will find both traditional shopping stores as well as modern shopping 

malls. Shopping in Tianjin is surely going to be memorable experience for those who 

have a taste in arts and handicrafts. 

One of the most popular shopping places in Tianjin that is also famous worldwide is 

Gu Wenhua Jie (gǔ wén huà jiē 古文化街). The entire street is filled with shops 

selling antiques, jade articles, traditional handicrafts like Niren Zhang (ní rén zhāng 

泥人张) painted sculptures and Weiji (wèi jì 魏记) kites. This traditional shopping 

destination also provides you with a great architectural spectacle as both the sides of 

the street imitate architectural styles of the Qing dynasty. Shenyang antique market 

(shěn yáng dào gǔ wán shì chǎng 沈阳道古玩市场) is another place where you can 

lay your hands on antique goods that too with a little bargaining. This area, just west 

of the main shopping district, is packed full of curios both old and new. Even if you 

have little intention of buying anything, you will still have fun strolling the alleys, 

which are lined with dark, small shops and stalls. 

Bijniang Dao (bīn jiāng dào 滨江道) is one of the busiest shopping streets of Tianjin. 

Here you can get most of the general items one can think of. The Heping Business 

Street (hé píng shāng yè jiē 和平商业街) is a blend of both western and eastern 

shopping experience. Here you will find some of the leading western stores as well as 

few famous traditional Chinese stores. In Tianjin as mentioned earlier, you will also 

find modern western shopping complexes like Parkson shopping center, Jinhui 

shopping square (jīn huì guǎng chǎng 津汇广场) and supermarkets like Wal-Mart. 

There are a variety of specialty goods that Tianjin produces, the most obvious being 

the carpets, New Year posters and clay figurines. There are many factory outlets in 

the Tianjin area that produce its famous handmade carpets, although this is an 

expensive option, best done by those who know what they are doing. 

Transportations 

Getting in 



• By Air 

Tianjin Binhai International Airport (bīn hǎi guó jì jī chǎng 滨海国际机场) is an 

important transportation hub in China. The airport lies 13 kilometers from the city 

center and 30 kilometers from Tianjin Port. A thoroughly modern international 

airport, Binhai houses more than 40 international and domestic airlines. Regular 

shuttle buses run between the downtown area and the airport. There is also a bus to 

Beijing Capital International Airport from Binhai. 

• By Train 

Four large railway stations service Tianjin: Tianjin Railway Station, Tianjin North 

Railway Station , Tianjin South Railway Station and Tianjin West Railway Station. 

Tianjin Railway Station, the largest of the four, has train routes to Beijing, Jinan (jì 

nán 济南), Jixian (jì xiàn 蓟县) and Bazhou (bà zhōu 霸州). Express commuter 

trains run between Tianjin and Beijing every hour each day. The Beijing terminus is 

always Beijing Railway Station but both Tianjin Railway Station and Tianjin North 

Railway Station receive commuter trains. Check the ticket prior to departure. 

• By Bus 

Four main expressways and five national highways traverse Tianjin, easily connecting 

the city to all major regional and national destinations. Tianhuan Long-distance Bus 

Station in Nankai District (nán kāi qū 南开区) is the most important bus station in 

Tianjin, servicing major nearby cities. 

• By Boat 

Tianjin Port is the largest man-made port in China. Three domestic routes head for 

Longkou (lóng kǒu 龙口), Yantai (yān tái 烟台) and Dalian (dà lián 大连), while 

the international routes connect to Inchon, Korea and Honshu, Japan. 

Getting Around 

• By Light Rail 

Tianjin light railway is considered the longest throughout China with two departure 

stations, the light rail centers in Tianjin Railway Station and the Development Zone 

(kāi fā qū 开发区). The departure interval is 15 minutes and the entire distance will 



take forty minutes. 

• By City-Bus 

Tianjin city-bus system consists of school bus routes, special sight-seeing routes and 

regular routes which include inner city and suburban lines. If you take an inner city 

bus route, you will pay CNY 1 for twelve kilometers or less and CNY 1.5 for more. If 

you take a suburb line you have to pay CNY 2 for the first ten kilometers and CNY 1 

for each extra five kilometers. 

• By Subway 

Tianjin Metro Line 1 is an extension of the original line. Metro Line 1, 2, and 3 runs 

every fifteen minutes from 5: 30 to 22: 30. 

• By Taxi 

The flat rate fare is CNY 8 for all taxi types, while the distance surcharge varies from 

CNY 1.5 to 2 per additional kilometer. If the taxi stops altogether for five minutes, for 

any reason, you will have to pay a surcharge equivalent to the distance surcharge for 

each additional kilometer. 

Tourist attractions 

Five-Avenue Area(五大道) 

No.96,Chongqing Road, Heping District (WuDaDao Tourists Service Center) 

Route 685, 862, 871at Xiangganglu Stop 

It refers to the rectangular area to the south of Chengdu Road, north of Machang 

Road, east of Xikang Road and west of intersection of Machang Road and Nanjing 

Road, featuring over 200 garden-style foreign buildings and residences of celebrities. 

It enjoys the title of Universal Building Expo. 
 

North Jiefang Road Financial Street(解放北路金融街) 

 North Jiefang Road，Heping District 

 Route 17, 93, 651 at Kouqiangyiyuan Stop 

The North Jiefang Road Financial Street used to host a galaxy of foreign banks and 

thus acquired the nickname “Wall Street in the East.” Many financial institutions can 

still be found here. Along the Financial Street are tens of historical buildings, most of 



which are over 100 years old. Tourists can have a glimpse of the development process 

of Tianjin, as well as the Chinese financial industry. 
 
 

Old City Proper Museum(老城博物馆) 

No.202 East Gulou Street, Nankai District 

Route 642,806 or Tourism Line 1 at Guloudong Stop 

The Old City Proper Museum is the first museum in China whose exhibits are all 

donated by the public. As a State 3A Tourist Resort, it has demonstrated folk cultural 

traditions of the old city proper of Tianjin. The museum was built during the transition 

between the Qing Dynasty and the Republic of China. Tourists can find in the 

museum a sand table of the old city proper, exhibits about the wedding ceremonies of 

the old days, brick carvings from folk houses, display of folk culture, as well as more 

than 36,000 items collected from the public. 
 
 

Liberation Bridge(解放桥) 

Section of Haihe River between the Tianjin Railway Station, Hebei District and 

North Jiefang Road, Heping District 

Route 50,850 or 641 at Tianjinzhan Stop 

The construction was sponsored by the French Concession authorities in Tianjin in the 

early years of the Republic of China, and was named therefore as the French Bridge 

or International Bridge. After the liberation of Tianjin in 1949, it acquired its present 

name. The bridge has three arches, the middle of which can open automatically with 

the device sustained by the built-in power generator. The structure is regarded as a 

pioneer model of China’s bascule bridge development. 
  
 

Italian Style Area(意式风情街) 

The south of Hebei District 

Route 638,806,818 at Beianqiao Stop 

Located at the south end of Hebei District and north of Haihe River, it has a floor area 

of approximately 100,000 m2, the largest in scale and the most well preserved Italian 

style building complex in Asia today. It incorporates various styles of buildings of 



different periods of Italy, most of which being former residences of modern and 

contemporary historical celebrities, e.g., Former Residence of Yuan Shikai Clan and 

Former Residence of Feng Guozhang, etc.; it also boasts the newly rebuilt Macro Polo 

Plaza, Macro Polo International Club and the Music Square, etc.. 
 
 
 

Ancient Cultural Street(古文化街) 

Shuigao Avenue, Nankai District  

Route 1,609,641,2 at Dongbeijiao Stop 

It’s a national 5A class touring sight. With 680m in length, its principal street is 

divided into two parts, i.e., South Palace Street and North Palace Street, centered by 

the Mazu Temple. It can be traced back to AD1404.The building imitates Ming and 

Qing Dynasties’ style. Shops on the streets mainly sell four stationery treasures of the 

Chinese study. i.e., writing brush, ink stick, ink slab and paper, as well as jade and 

ceramics, etc. Traditional temple fair and Mazu cultural touring fair are held each 

year. 
 
 
 

Pleasure Boat Tour along Haihe River(海河游轮) 

 
Major Haihe River Pleasure-boat Routes 
 
The eye of Tianjin—Jiefang Bridge 
 
Haihe River in the Daylight 
Dock Starting time 
Wenhuajie Dock 9:00, 10:30,13:30,15:00,16:30 (April, November) 

9:00,10:00,11:00,12:00,13:00,14:00,15:00,16:00,17:00
（May to October） 

Dabeiyuan Dock 9:30, 11:00,14:00,15:30 (April, November) 
9:00,10:00,11:00,12:00,13:00,14:00,15:00,16:00,17:00
（May to October） 

Tianjinzhan Dock  10:00,11:30,14:30,16:00 (April, November) 
9:00,10:00,11:00,12:00,13:00,14:00,15:00,16:00,17:00
（May to October） 

price of Tickets Adult:RMB80 



Children (1.2-1.4 meters in height):RMB 40 
Children(below l.2 meters in height):Free of charge 

 
Haihe River at night 
Dock Starting time 
Wenhuajie Dock 19:30,20:30（April to November） 
Dabeiyuan Dock 19:30,20:30（April to November） 
Tianjinzhan Dock 19:30,20:30（April to November） 
price of Tickets Adult:RMB100 

Children (1.2-1.4 meters in height):RMB 50 
Children(below l.2 meters in height):Free of charge 

 
 
 
 
 

The Shi’s Grand Mansion(石家大院) 

Located at the center of Yangliuqing Town, Xiqing District, it was originally the 

residence of Shi Yuanshi, the fourth son of Shi Fengcheng, one of the Eight Great 

Families of Tianjin City of Qing Dynasty. Built in 1875, it’s a large scale civil 

residence preserved well and with unique features of Qing Dynasty in north China, 

and is titled as the No.1 Residence of North China. Today it becomes a key National 

Cultural Protection Unit and a National Touring Site of 4A Class. The Tianjin 

Yangliuqing Museum built here in 1991 is a dedicated museum presenting civil 

architecture art and north folk culture of Qing Dynasty, showing exhibitions of Brief 

History of  Yangliuqing New Year Paintings, Tianjin Brick Sculpture, Tianjin Folk 

Culture and Shi Residence Recovery, etc. 
 
 

Jing Yuan – Residence of Pu yi in Tianjin 

 

Deep in the prosperous Anshan Road  (ān shān dào 鞍山道), lies a quiet little 

courtyard with lush flowers, mazy corridor, rugged rocks and clear spring, just like 

an untouched paradise on earth-Jingyuan Garden  (jìng yuán 静园). It is the 

heritage site under city protection and the important historic architecture under the 



special protection area of Tianjin  (tiān jīn 天津). As a building where modern 

Chinese history comes to life, it archives the flow of time in its materiality. The last 

emperor, Pu yi  (pǔ yí 溥仪) had just left his unquiet life in this courtyard which 

was built in 1921. In July 2007, Jingyuan Garden has been emptied and restored by 

Tianjin Historical Architecture Restoration and Development Co.Ltd. 

Built in 1921, Jingyuan Garden was at first the private residence of Lu Zongyu  (lù 

zōng yú 陆宗舆 ), a minister-counsellor to Japan appointed by the Northern 

Warlords’ Government in the Republican period and taken the original name 

"Qianyuan Garden” for vast, unified and outstanding meaning. From 1927 to 1931, 

the last emperor Pu Yi lived here with his empress, concubine and former officials 

from the exile. It’s Pu yi that renamed it as Jingyuan Garden, meaning stillness in 

order to support his noble spirit at such a tranquil place. The complex covers an area 

of about 3000 square meters. It consists of a front yard, a backyard and a west yard. 

The rooms in the building were decorated in a rich and elegant way, each with a very 

large area, and different rooms have different functions. 

Location: 70, Anshan Road (ān shān dào 鞍山道), Heping District (hé píng qū 和

平区), Tianjin 

Tel: 022-27311618, 022-27317393 

Transportation: take bus No. 3, 50, 673, 632, 800 to Anshan Road  

                         take the subway Line 1 to Anshan Road  

Opening Hours:  

9:00-11:30am from Tuesday to Sunday   

(booking time: 8:30-10:30am)  

9:00-11:30am, 14:30-16:00pm on Holidays of New Year's day, Labors Day and 

National Day  (booking time: 8:30-10:30am, 14:00-15:00pm) 

Admission Fee: CNY 20 

Catholic Church (xī kāi jiāo táng 西开教堂) 



► Admission Fee: Free 

This church really stands out as architectural eye-candy. Constructed in 1917 by 

French Jesuit missionaries this Tianjin landmark features three massive green domes 

making it easy to spot miles away. The façade adds to the building's novel 

appearance with a series of orange and brown horizontal stripes. Given its visual 

prominence it boggles many minds over how this church survived Mao's cultural 

revolution. Today it is fully embraced as one of Tianjin's greatest buildings. Morning 

church services are held daily. 

Dabei Buddhist Temple (dà bēi sì 大悲寺) 

► Admission Fee: CNY 5 

The Dabei Buddhist Monastery is made up of two parts: old monastery and new 

monastery. The old monastery refers to the three great halls in the west yard. The 

east yard features in the new monasterys. The statue of Sakyamuni in the east yard 

was created in Ming Dynasty (míng dài 明代). The whole Sakyamuni Statue is 7 

meters high, 6 tons weight, with 9,999 small Buddha carved on the lotus throne. In 

the Cultural Relic Palace of the west yard, there many collections from every 

dynasties including hundreds of Buddha statues which are made of various materials 

from bronze, iron, stone to wood.  

Great Mosque (qīng zhēn dà sì 清真大寺) 

► Admission Fee: CNY 8 

The Great Mosque lies in the northwest part of the city, Hongqiao District. As one of 

the most famous mosques in China, it has been an important Islamic shrine since the 

beginning of the Qing Dynasty (qīng dài 清代). The Prayer Hall is the most active 

and respected spot in the complex. In the mosque, there hangs over 60 couplets and 

tablets written in Arabic and Chinese characters. They are in a variety of styles and 

express deep meanings. Set in the second north gatehouse, precious brick art carving 

works mainly describe the famous scenic spots in Tianjin. 



Tianjing Opera Museum (tiān jīn xì jù bó wù guǎn 天津戏剧博物

馆) 

► Admission Fee: CNY 5 

Tianjing Opera Museum is housed in the building formerly known as the Guangdong 

Guildhall (guǎng dōng huì guǎn 广东会馆), which was built in 1907 and was 

frequented by Sun Yatsen (sūn zhōng shān 孙中山 ) and other Guangdong 

revolutionaries. The former guildhall has an elaborate and luxurious central hall 

where opera is performed during March and April. The traditional Guangdong style 

courtyard now houses displays and exhibitions relating to the history of operatic 

performances and performers in Tianjin. 

Zhou Enlai - Deng Yingchao Museum 

(zhōu ēn lái dèng yǐng chāo jì niàn guǎn 周恩来邓颖超纪念馆 ) 

► Admission Fee: CNY 10 

Zhou Enlai, an outstanding founder of the Chinese Communist Party, studied in 
Tianjin in his youth time. He studied at Nankai University in Tianjin and later in 
Paris, where he took part in the Chinese Socialist Youth League. Zhou Enlai was the 
first premier of People's Republic of China. He held the post for 26 years till his 
death on January 8, 1976. He is respected as a hero of the Chinese revolution. His 
wife, Deng Yingchao is also revered for her devotion to women's liberation. The 

museum shows the history of their lives and lifelong. 

 

Tanggu, Pearl of Binhai New District 

 

Though in November 2009 Binhai (bīn hǎi 滨海) New Area in Tianjin (tiān jīn 天

津) was consolidated into an administrative district, and the former subordinate 

districts of Tanggu (táng gū 塘沽), Hangu (hàn gū 汉沽) and Dagang (dà gǎng 大

港) were abolished, many local people still habitually use the old terms of "Tanggu 



District", "Hangu District" and "Dagang District". "Tanggu" and "TEDA (Tianjin 

Economic-Technological Development)" are the most popular two words when 

people think of the new district. 

Tanggu Area 

Tanggu is the center of Tianjin Binhai New District. It covers 50km from south to 

north, and 25km from east to west, and has a coast line of 92.16km. Situated in the 

east of Tanggu District, the Port of Tianjin is the biggest comprehensive trading port 

of North China. With the annual 250million tons through put, the Port of Tianjin has 

trading relations with more than 400 ports in over 180 countries and areas all over 

the world. Tanggu is also a city with a long history and unique culture. The ancient 

relics found in the modern city make it charming and mysterious. 

Attractions in Tanggu: 

• Bank Square Park by Haihe River (hǎi hé wài tān gōng yuán 海河外滩公园)  

   [Refer to the 7th of "Top Ten Scenic Spots In Tianjin" ] 

• Dagu Fort (dà gū pào tái 大沽炮台) [Details] 

   [Refer to the 8th of "Top Ten Scenic Spots In Tianjin" ] 

• Exotic Cargo Market (yáng huò shì chǎng 洋货市场)  

• Golden Street (jīn jiē 金街) 

• Beitang (běi táng 北塘) 

Exotic Cargo Market 

Tanggu Exotic Cargo Market, located on the western side of Hebei Road, attracts 

thousands of people to visit, both domestics and foreigners. There is a large range of 

Exotic cargos, about 30 different items, from big items like motors, domestic electric 

implements, cameras, videos, to small items like garments, shoes, caps, watches, and 

lighters. The Exotic cargos there are cheap, but with good quality. Guests can always 

find something precious and unique. 

Golden Street  



It is 1,350 meters long and divided into three sections. The street is famous for its 

special design, especially the statutes and greenbelt lighting. Golden Street brings 

numerous people and wealth to Tanggu District, and is a shopping paradise for 

people. Various branded commodities can be found here, and shoppers enjoy 

cuisines and famous Tianjin local snacks, at establishments such as Goubu Li Fast 

Food Restaurant, Up Island Café, Brazil BBQ, Korean Cuisines, Italian Pizza, 

McDonald, KFC, and others. 

Beitang 

A historic fishing town in Tanggu district of Tianjin municipality is slated to return 

to its roots, yet also become a modern recreation, commercial, exhibition and 

conference hub. In October every year as marine life matures in North China, 

seafood lovers gather in Tianjin to enjoy the harvest and now they will have another 

venue - a new seafood street in Beitang built with used containers from Tianjin Port. 

 

Hangu Area 

Hangu is located 28 kilometre from Tanggu, 90 kilometers away from Dagang area. 

It is a district in east Tianjin and a gateway towards Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjiang 

provinces. Hangu is blessed with rich land resource as well as abundant seawater and 

freshwater resources. It also has prosperous biologic resources. The traffic in Hangu 

is convenient, with Jingshan railway running though it.  

For tourists, Binhai Aircraft Carrier Theme Park (bīn hǎi háng mǔ zhǔ tí gōng yuán 

滨海航母主题公园) is a must see attraction.  

► Admission Fee: CNY 110 

 

Dagang Area 

Dagang area is located south of Tanggu area at the southeast of Binhai New District 

municipality area. It has a population of oer 440,000 and occupied 1113.83 km² in 



size, with a coast line extending about 25 km on the eastern side. Dagang has 

developed a base of petroleum chemistry with Dagang Oilfield within its border. 

TEDA 

Tianjin Economic-Technological Development (TEDA) is the main free market zone 

in Tanggu District in Tianjin, China. It was established in late 1984 and now has 

more foreign businesses than Shanghai. While technically part of Tianjin, TEDA 

looks like a separate city and is about 40 minutes’ drive from downtown Tianjin. The 

completion of the rapid transit system Binhai Mass Transit in 2004 has made the 

travel time between Tianjin downtown and TEDA much quicker and more 

convenient. 

 

Yangliuqing Prints Workshop (yáng liǔ qīng huà shè 杨柳青画社) 

► Admission Fee: CNY 8 

The Yangliuqing Prints Workshop produces distinctive Chinese wood block 

paintings featuring folk art style pictures of children, babies, fairy tales and operatic 

scenes. The town has specialized in this particular style of art since the 17th century 

and in China it is considered lucky to put these pictures on the door at Lunar New 

Year. The Yangliuqing New Year pictures are a popular souvenir from the Tianjin 

area. 

Former Residence of Huo Yuanjia (huò yuán jiǎ gù jū 霍元甲故居) 

► Admission Fee: CNY 2 

Huo Yuanjia was a symbol of Chinese nationalism at the turn of the 19th century, 

due to victories in fights against foreign wrestlers and boxers. Huo Yuanjia is 

featured in the Bruce Lee film 'Fists of Fury'. The former residence of Huo Yuanjia 

has a total area of 139.2 square meters. Inside you can see a series of artifacts used 

by Huo Yuanjia when he was working as a farmer, his weapons, daily things, 



furniture and 'the four treasures of the study'(writing brush, ink stick, ink slab and 

paper). 

Tropical Plants Sightseeing Garden  

(rè dài zhí wù guān guāng yuán 热带植物观光园) 

► Admission Fee: CNY 50 

The Comprehensive Service Hall contains dining rooms, entertaining services, areas 

to sell goods, and information services. Beyond Comprehensive Service Hall is the 

Up-class Flowers Hall, where you can enjoy numerous wonderful flowers. Follow 

the coconut tree corridor next to the music fountain to get to the Science Education 

Hall. The last hall, Tropical Rain Forest Hall, is the most wonderful. With its modern 

technology, Tianjin Tropical Plants Sightseeing Garden simulates a tropical living 

environment. Rainfalls, thundering, and other replications of tropical climate happen 

here, placing the visitor in a real tropical jungle. It also holds seasonal theme 

activities. 

 

Mt. Baxianshan (bā xiān shān 八仙山) 

► Admission Fee: CNY 35 

Mt. Baxianshan National Nature Reserve is famous for its continuous ridges and 

peaks, boundless forest, deep gullies and running ghyll. Its variety of animals and 

plants give the Reserve the reputation as the Green Kingdom. Thirty-five kilometers 

to the northeast of the county seat and covering 5,360 hectares, the forest reserve is 

also the gathering place for high mountains and peaks, with 19 peaks rising over 900 

meters above sea level. The highest peak, also known as Cricket Cage, is the highest 

in Tianjin at 1046.8 meters. 

 

Mt. Jiulongshan National Forest Park  



(jiǔ lóng shān guó jiā sēn lín gōng yuán 九龙山国家森林公园) 

► Admission Fee: CNY 30 

The Mt. Jiulongshan National Forest Park occupies 2,126 hectares of land and three 

scenic areas: Nine Dragon Mountain (jiǔ lóng shān 九龙山), Limu Tai Mountain (lí 

mù tái shān 梨木台山), and Huanghua Mountain (huáng huā shān 黄花山). There 

are 147 peaks inside the park, and the highest, Lihua Tai Mountain, reaches 997 

meters. Above the highest peak of Mt. Nine Dragon, Huanghua Ling (huáng huā lǐng 

黄花岭), which is 558.4 meters, you can enjoy a wonderful view of Panshan 

Mountain (pán shān 盘山) to the west, the Royal Mausoleum of the Qing Dynasty 

(qīng dài huáng líng 清代皇陵) to the east, Cuiping Lake (cuì píng hú 翠屏湖) to 

the south, and Jiuding Mountain (jiǔ shān dǐng 九山顶), Ancient Great Wall and 

Mt. Baxianshan to the north, all contributing to the glory and gracefulness of the 

scenery. 

Source: http://www.foreignercn.com/ 

 


